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It is the purpose of this paDer to study in a
port phenomena may occur in sub-micron devices, to
part new methods of modelling which take them into

first part what kind of new trans-
suggest and to describe in a second
account.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proqress in the microelectronics industry is
strongly coupled with the ability to make ever in-
creasing numbers of smaller devices on a sinqle
chip. The advent of high-resolution electron and

X-ray lithographic techniques is leading toward an

era in which individual features sizes might well
be lO-2C nm. It will then become feasible to deve-
lop very small device structures where size and

related effects may be as important as the bulk
properties of the host semiconductor material. yo-

reover, it becomes obvious that we must now ask

whether classical device modelling may be extra-
polated down to the very smal1 sDace and time sea-
1es usually encountered in subrnicron devices. It
is the purpose of this paper to study in a first
oart what kind of ner"r phenomena may occur in sub-
micron devices, to suggest and to describe in a

second part new methods of modellinq which take
them into account.

II. WHAT NEI{ PXENO},IENA OccuR }ND r,tusT BE IAKEN
INTO ACCOI]NT IN SUBMICRONIC DEVTCES

The followinq features are gdnerally observed
for submicronic devices:

. because of systems requirements and also noi-
se considerations, voltage have to be reduced much

less than the size is reduced and as a result the
electric field increases and hot carriers are achie-
ved.

. because of the increasing influence of para-
sitic resistances since when we decrease the active
region length, the impedance is reduced, high do-
pinq concentration and high carrier density are
employed

. because of the high doping concentration, the
thickness of the active layer is often qreatly re-
duced and increasing influence of surface and in-
terface is observed.

. because of the submicronic length of the
active region and because of the possibility for 

:

submicronic devices Eo operate at very high frequen-
cies, the electric field configuration is characte-
rized by short spatial scale and by fast temooral
variation.

A11 these new features give rise to new trans-
oort phenomena which have to be described anl taken
into account in the modelling of submicronic devices.

The most striking new ohenomena result from
the increasing influence of the surface and inter-
face and from the very short time scale orfand
small spatial scale characterizinq the electric
trelcl .

II. I . Incr_easing inf luence. of. interf ace

With the advent of new technologies for the
fabrication of semi-conducLors (molecular beam epi-
taxy), new structure of devices have been imaqined
in which in oarticular, heteroinEerfaces play a

predominent oart. A tyoical examole is the HE,r{T (or
TEC!'ET) in which the conductive channel consist of
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a quasi two dimensional eleetron qas trapped due

to size quantization in the ootential well formed

at Ehe interface of a GaAlAs/CaAs heterojunction.
Such a device involves to a large exlent in a way

similar to inversion electrons in the most usual

Si }'{OSFET many special ohysical features :

- quantization of one degree of freedom

(perpendicular to the wal1 of the well)

- existence of enerqy subbands in the well

- possible transfers between subbands indu-

ced by scattering
Due to these new features, electron transport cha-

racteristics can be very different from those

observed in bulk materials and this difference

are illustrated in Fie. I tll.
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Fig.1. I{onte Carlo calcu- Iig. 2. lt{onte Carlo
lations of drift velocity calculations of carrier
versus the electric field concentration across the
for 2D and 3D elecEron gaz interface Si-Si02 for
in GaAs (T=77oK). Fu11 line: three values (3, 35,
2D datas for two values of 100 kV/cm) of the driving
rhe quantum well width d. field (T = 3Oo"K
Dashed line : 3D datas Qss = 3.lol I 
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Consequently Lhis effects should be taken into ac-

count in the modellinq of HEMI but also of Si MOS

particulary for 1o\.I temperature ooeration. As a

matter of faet , when the ooerating temperature

raises and the voltage aoplied increases the elec-

tron energy increases and becomes greater than the

difference of energy bet\.leen subbands and as a re-

sult, the effect of quantization of carrier trans-

porE becomes negligible.
Other effects then become important such as

the inj ection of the carriers through the interfa-

ce in GaAlAs (I{EUT) or in the oxyde (Si M0S). Such

effect [Z] wtrictr are illustrated in Fig. 2 can be

drastic in the case of Si UOS since it may deter-
mines the adginq of the device. Consequently, it

must be taken into account in the desiqn and also

in the modelling of the component.

II.2. Short spa!ial an9_ f ast lime scal.e- char.a-cte-

rizigg,- the e1e.c_ttic field
In the usual case of larqe devices, the tine

and soace variation of Ehe electric field during

the carrier mean free time and along the carrier

mean free path can be neqlected : carrier trans-

Dort can then be considered as in steady state con-

ditions since there is a balance between the deter-

minist effect of the electric field which generally

increases t,he carrier velocity and the stochastic

effect of the scattering mechanisms which randomi-

zes the velocity. As a result, all the averaqe va-

lues characterizinq tbe dynamics of the carrier such

as the average value of e d and of the drift velo-

city i depend only on the instantaneous local elec-

tric field regardless of the values of the electfic

field in the oast and around the ooint being stu-

died in the semi-conductor maLerial. In this case'

classical current equations and methods of model-

ling can be used assuming that all quantities only

depend on the electric field.

"Non steady state carrier transport" will be

achieved either when very high frequency or fast

transient voltages are applied to large devices or

when submicronic devices are used (even in sLeady

state reqime). In these cases, the variation of the

electric field during either a mean free time bet-

ween two collisions or along a mean free path cannot

be neglected and new features will characterize

electron transDort and must be taken into account

in the modellinq of the devices.

{ost of the phenomena involved are due to the

specific characteristics of electron dynamic in

usual semi-conductor where in mosL cases, when the

enerqy inereases, the scattering rates and the effec-

tive mass also increase. As a result, cold carriers

submitted to hiqh electric field will be able to

reach very high value of the drift velocity since

the electric field effect on the drift velocity is

much higher (the effective mass is reduced) and

the scattering rates is strongly reduce6. But ob-

viously such a phenomenon will only be observed du-

rinq the short while necessary for the electron
energy to increase and reach a steady va1ue. This

is the well known overshoot phenomenon which can

be observed [3] in the channel of submicronic gate

FET (see for example on Fig. 3). On the contrary

very hot carriers submitted to low value of the
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Fig.3. Velocity of the carriers along
the source to drain axis of GaAs FET's
for three values of the gate length.

1lectric field will be characterLzed, by low values

of the drift velocity since for this type of car-
riers, the effective mass is very hiqh and the in-
crease of the velocity due to the electric field
is very sma]1 while the randomization of the velo-
city due to Ehe scatterins mechanisms stronqly
occurs. This is the undershoot phenomena which

can be observed at the output of the channel (Fie3).
0ther phenomena'such as ballistic motion can

also be observed. This type of motion can be achie-
ved by using the internal electric field due to
the a1loy composition variation in gradual hetero-
junctions such as GaAlAs-GaAs. In this tyDe of
junction very hiqh electric fields occur over a

very small distance (smaller than the mean free
path) and such fields can be used to strongly acce-

lerate the carriers while scatterinq events do not

occur. When the carriers cross the heterojunction,
only the effect of electric field is observed and

a result, very high drift velocity can be achieved

without an important velocity distribution (Fig 4).

drift velocity
lo7 cm/sec)

eterojunction

GaAIAs 0 0.2 GaAs 0.4 d (un)
Fig. 4. Monte. Carlo calculation of the average
velocity versus the distance for the carriers
crossing the hererojunction esl-x41x6s/GaAs .

The initial carrier energy in GaAlAs is assumed
to be the thermal lattice energy

(x=0.3,T=77"K)

When the heterojunction has been crossed, Ehe in-
ternal electric field vanishes and the initial ve-
ry high velocity decreases very slowly since scat-
terinq mechanism are needed to randomize the drift
velocity. The electric field vanishing to zero in
GaAs a really ballistic motion of all the carriers
is then achieved a little like a ballistic rocket
where all the motion is carried out without dri-
vinq field i.e when the engine stooped and with
this type of motion quite long distances can be

achieved over very short Eime [4]. *
From all the results nreviously described ,

it clearly appears that the main characteristics
of carrier dynamics in submicronic devices depend

not only on the electric field but also on the ins-
tanlaneous average energy of carriers. Such featu-
res cannot be taken into account using classical
appnoximations and electrokinetic equations. The

modelling of such devices requires either the ela-
boration of new methods which will be more suitable
for submicron devices, or the imorovements of the

methods presently used for large device and low

frequency ooeration. In the second part of this
Daper, we will study these two tyoes of methods.

III. HOi^l TO M0DEL SUB]{ICRONIC DEVICES

III.l. Yonte Car.1-o particle models :

the process, and its basic features

Uonte Carlo (M.C.) oarticle models aDpear to
be the most Dowerfull methods for modelling, and

will therefore be described first. In such a model

the motion of particles reDresentative of the car-
riers in the device is studied simultaneously in
k-and r-sDace using (i) Y.C. simulation of the
scattering Drocess in three-dimensional k-space,
and (ii) a sDace (one, tr,iro, or three dimensional)
deseription of the electric field of the device
(obtained from Poissonts equation).

The Y.C. simulation is first used to obtain
the drift velocity of all Ehe simulated carriers
from which the instantaneous Dositions of carriers
in the device are deduced. The carrier densitv can

In non steady state transoort diffusion phenomena

can also be very different from those achieved in
steady conditions [5] and obviously these features
have also to be taken into account in the modellinq
of submicronic devices.
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then be obtained and used to solve Poissonts equa-

tion and to determine the electric field required

at each point of the device to carry out further
Y. C. simulations .

The main appllcation of M.C. methods were to

FET's t6] and an examole of results obtained are

given in Fig. 5 tl l

PLANAR FET VERTICAL FET
VO=lV, Var=-iV VOr=lV, Var=-O, lV

Fig. 5. Monte Carlo simulation of space charge
'i n iont'i nn I?I'Tr s, i .e FETts using a non doped
active 1ayer. lnstantaneous locations of the
electrons in the device.

- In view of the imoortance of this method of
modelling, it is interesting to highliqht rhe main

features of ]{C methods in relacion to other more

classical methods. Its main advantages apDear to be:
(1) The continuity and currenr equations (in-

cluding the diffusivity effect) are automarically
taken into account when carrying out the simula-
tion process. Conseguently the computer has to so1-
ve only one differential equation (poisson's), and

this remains true even if complex devices (such as

bipolars) are studied
(2) A11 the characLeristics of carrier trans-

port (for example, non-stationary features) which
occur in sub-micron devices are taken into account
exactly. The only condition is that the Bolczmann

transport equation and the band structure aporoxi-
mation must be valid

(3) Surface and interface scatterinq, effect
due to heterostructure and heterojunction (for exam-

ple 2D transport) can be taken int,o account without
too many complications

(4) Additional phenomena (such as IMPATT ioni-
zation, electron-electron interactions) can be des-
cribed, and preliminary results have already been

obtained
(5) The M. C. nethod can be used to determine

all the device proDerties, including noise
(6) Bipolar devices can be studied without

greatly increasing the computation time [8].

On the other hand, a few serious oroblems are

generally encountered using r"l. C. particle methods ;

the main ones are as follows :

(1) The method requires very long computation

times and consequently needs a very powerful com-

puEer.

(2) The numerical results obtained by rhis
method cannot be very accurate due to the stochas-
tic motion of the simulated carriers and to the

resulting random fluctuation (i.e. thermal noise)
of the calculated parameters. Concerning this point,
it should be noted that the accuracy achieved is
inversely prooortional _to the square root of the

number of simulaLed carriers and/or the observation
time ; very expensive calculations are therefore
needed if hiqhly accurate results aJe to be obtai-
ned.

(3) Taking into account that the computation'
time is roughly nroportional to the observaEion

time, the study of phenomena over a very lonq pe-

riod will be particularly expensive.

III.2. Improvemen_t of classical methods :

the relaxaLion time approximation ;

basic features
It has been shown that ir is very difficult

to obtain by l{.C. methods very accurate numerical
results due to Ehe stochastic motion of the simu-

lated carriers. If when studying static oroperties
of a device, these random fluctuaEion can be almost

cancelled by a suitable time integration this is
not the case when time dependent properties of the
device have to be studied. In this case more macro-

scopic and classical methods which dont take into
account thermal noise seem more useful. The basic
equations usually employed in these methods Eo cal-
culate the density current in large unipolar devi-
ces are as follows

->++
J=qnv(E)+qDrr(E)Vn

It can be noted that the least accurate and also
the main assumotions in these equations are that
the average drift velocity (and also the diffusion
coefficient D) are instantaneous functions of the
electric field since it can be noted that these

two quantities also depend on the instantanous
averaqe energy of the carrier. ConsequenLly, suita-
ble equations have to be found in order to obtain
the energy of the carriers and then to determine



the drift velocity.
Balance equations obtained by inteqration of

the Boltzmann equation over the ? 
"o"." taking

into account the space variation of all quantities
appear to be very useful1. Usinq suitable assump-

tions [q ], the following equation are obtained
Dn -i ->

-+VJ=0Dr

a (nE) -| -) -) -> -> -++VJe=JE-V(JkT
Dt

An examole of results which can be obtained are
illustrated Fig. 6. Such method allows to obrain
with a good accuracy the time oroDerties of sub-
micronic devices. Unfortunately, in C.A.D. appli-
cations, the computer time which is needed miqht
still be too long. Consequently very fast simpli_
fied models based on one dimensional description
of equations (l)-(3) can also sucessfully be used
tlcl .

IV. CONCLUSION

The main new transoort phenomena occuring in
submicron devices result from the increasing in-
fluence of interfaces and from ttnon steady statesn
due to the short time and sma1l soacial scale cha-
racterizinq the electric field configuration.
Amonq the advanced methods of modellinq which can

be used to take these phenomena into account l{.C.
methods apDear to be very Dowerful-l but unfortuna-
tely is not very accurate and requires very long
comoutation time. consequently suitable methods ba-
sed on the relaxation time aporoximation and usinqthe
M.C. method for the determination of this relaxa_
tion times apDear to be the most oromising and use_
fool tools in the design of submicron devices.
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where T is the electronic temperaEure, E the ave-

rage instantanous energy and mx the average effec-
tive mass. The momentum and energy relaxation ti-
me Tm and 'ra are introduced in order to take into
accounL the scattering mechanisms. In these 3

equation. 'r . t ' x
m- e T, and m-- are assumed to only de-

pend on the average energy of the carriers and one

of the main problem Eo be solved when r,re wanE !o
use equations (l)-(3) is to obtain the dependence

of To,,'ra and mx against E. This can be achieved

practically by using the static characteristics
vr(E"), t"(8") and rx(Es) relating starionary ave-

rage drift velocity, energy and effective mass to
the electric field (obtained for examole by M.C.

methods in steady state conditions and in an uni-
form semiconductor). In the modellinq of any prac-
tical device, obviously, these equations have to be

solved together with the Poissonts equation.

Equidensi.tv lines

g,ate

Figure 6

S rmul a t i.on of FET
using equations
( I -3) . The doping
concentration of
r1'^ -^ri,,^ 1^,,^Lne acEIVe Iayer rs

17
N^ = 2.10-'

r)

V^ = 2 volts
i)

V^ = 0 volt{-

qr. (;) + _>+J= - nE-V* ,-.m (e)
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